
Is brightfield all you need for MoA prediction?

Motivation

Fluorescence (FL) microscopy images from Cell Painting [1] provide 
invaluable information on the effects of drugs on cells. However, acquiring 
these images is expensive, time-consuming and labour-intensive, and the 
stains used can be cytotoxic. This is not the case for brightfield (BF) image 
acquisition, but due to low contrast the cellular compartments in BF images 
are difficult to differentiate. Nevertheless, harnessing deep learning, BF 
images may still be sufficient for various predictive tasks, such as predicting 
the mechanism of action (MoA) of different drugs.
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Explorations

We compared the predictive performance of ResNet-50 models trained on 
20X images (2160x2160 pixels) for 231 compounds belonging to 10 MoA 
classes for BF data (6 z-planes) and FL data (5 fluorescence channels). For 
benchmarking purposes we trained fully-connected neural networks on 
CellProfiler (CP) features derived from the FL images. When DMSO solvent 
control data (i.e. no compound treatment) was included as a predictive class 
the BF models suffered (Table 1a), however, with the exclusion of this class 
the BF models actually outperformed both the FL and CP models (Table 1b). 

Compound-level accuracy comparisons without DMSO are shown in Fig. 3. 
The compounds identified with blue crosses were either consistently better 
predicted by the BF models (5 compounds), compared to FL and CP models, 
or consistently worse (2 compounds). Fig. 4 shows activation heatmaps (using 
guided backpropagation) for two of these "interesting" compounds that were 
better predicted by BF. The compound SR-1078 (BF accuracy = 0.933, FL 
accuracy = 0.167) is strongly activated in the BF heatmaps for vesicles that 
are not stained for in the Cell Painting protocol. That these vesicles should be 
important is supported by the fact that SR-1078 is known to target the retinoid 
receptor RORa which regulates lipid metabolism [3, 4]. For the compound 
DBeQ (BF accuracy = 0.800, FL accuracy = 0.033) there is overlap in the 
areas activated for BF and FL, however, for FL there is oversaturation in the 
signal, which could be hampering the predictive performance.

Conclusions

We found comparable predictive performance for models based on BF 
images to those based on FL images and CP features. The BF models 
struggled more to separate the DMSO from compounds with subtler 
morphological differences, but performed better than the FL and CP models 
when DMSO was excluded as a predictive class. This may be explained by 
the fact that the brightfield images contain additional information for 
organelles not included in the Cell Painting protocol, such as the vesicles 
identified for the compound SR-1078. Hence, deep learning based features 
from BF images can be used to delineate compounds with different MoAs. 
This holds great promise for time-lapse studies, for which using FL data is 
problematic. 

Fig. 3 Comparison of the accuracy at the compound-level with the DMSO class excluded, across the test sets, for 
the BF models with respect to FL models, and CP feature-based models. Each dark dot represents a compound. 
Brighter dots represent multiple compounds with the same accuracy score. A.  BF against FL. B.  BF against CP. In 
the boxes at the bottom right and top left, thresholded at accuracy values of 0.6 and 0.4, the compounds shown with 
blue crosses were consistently better for BF than both FL and CP or consistently worse, respectively.

Table 1 Test set F1 score comparisons for the models trained on BF and FL images and CP features when (a) DMSO 
was included as a predictive class and (b) when it was excluded.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4 BF and FL images, activation heatmaps and radar plots for two compounds that were considerably better 
predicted by BF than both FL and CP models. The BF images show a maximum projection of the 6 z-planes. The 
FL images show a merge of the 5 channels with nuclei in blue, ER in cyan, RNA in grey, Golgi/F-actin in green and 
mitochondria in red. In the heatmaps the outlines of the nuclei and cells from CP are provided. The scale bars in the 
images represent 20 uM. The radar plots show the affected morphological features according to the CP data.

For assessing reproducibility of a compound treatment and its perturbation 
strength relative to a DMSO control one can compute a grit score [2] (based 
on the CP features). Fig. 2 shows the prediction accuracy against the grit 
score for the models with and without DMSO. The BF accuracy increased 
by 5% for compounds with lower grit scores (0-2) when DMSO was 
excluded, suggesting that removing the control class helps the BF models 
to better focus on compounds with more subtle morphological differences. 
The BF models also performed better than both FL and CP for compounds 
with a higher grit score (4-6).

Fig. 2 Comparison of accuracy at different grit scores for BF (blue), FL (orange), and CP feature-based (green) 
models across the test sets. The dotted lines represent the score when DMSO was included in the experiments and 
solid lines represent the results when DMSO was excluded.
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